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Let Un be the infinite graph with n-dimensional rational space Q” as vertex set and two 
vertices joined by an edge if and only if the distance between them is exactly 1. The 
connectedness and clique numbers of the graphs U’ are discwed. 

Let R” and Q” denote real and rational n-space, &qmlyped with the usual 
Euclidean metric. Let 6, denote the infinite graph whose vertices are the points 
of R”, two vertices adjacent if and only if the distance betwee? them is exactly 1. 
It is easy to see that G, is connected for n 2 2 and the maximum rarnber of points 
in R” that are pairwise unit distance apart (the clique number of G,) is n + 1 for 
n 2 1. However, the chromatic number of C, is so far unknown for n 3 2 [l]. 

Let Un be the subgraph of G,, induced by those vertices that are in Q”. 
Section 2 we shall prove that U, is connected if and only if n 2 5. In Section 3 we 
shall determine the clique number o(n) of LG. For even n, w(n) is n f “I or n 
according as n + 1 is or is not a perfect square. For odd n, if the diophantine 
equation nx2 - 2(n - I)y” = z2 has an integer solution (x, y, z) with x + 0, then 
a(n) = n + 1 or n according as $(n + 1) is or is not a perfect square; otherwise, 
o(n)==n-1. 

z * . 

In this section we shall first prove that U1, U2, U3, and U4 are all disconnected 
and prove that U, is connected for n a 5. 

. There is no path in U4 connecting the origin (0, 0, 0,O) to (g, 
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If b is divisible by 4, then at least one of u I, az, a3, a4 is odd, and so the left-hand 
side of (1) is not divisible by .8 whereas the ant-hand side is. (Recali that the 
only squares module 8 are 0, 1, and 4.) Thus 6 is either odd or twice an odd 
integer. ut the sum of a finite number of fractions with denominators of this 
form snot be equal to fi. This completes the proof of the lemma. U 

. ?he graphs U,, U2, 
* 

U,, GNzd U, are all dmconnected. 

This f&lows immediately from Lemma 1, since there are obvious 
subgraphs of U,, that contain the points (O,O, 0,O) and (f, O,O,O) and are 
isomorphic to VI, U,, and &, respectively. El 

. The graph Q, Lts connected for n 3 5. 

if there exist two paths in U,, o 
o y, then there exists a path 

observation, it suffices to show that there is a path from 
(0, 0, . . . , 0, lfzv, 0, . . . , 0) in U, for every non-zero integer N with l/N in the 
itb coordinate for i = 1,2, . . . , tt. Consider the integer 4M2 - 1. Since it is 

be written as a sum of four squares by Lagrange’s Four Square 
ce, 4&J* - 1 = a2 + b2 + c* + d* for some integers a, b, c, and d, or, 

equivalently, 

(2) 

So, there are edges in U, joining 

ere is a patb of length 2 in LL ccnnecting 
repeating the above with 112N in the ith coordinate, the 

ath is obtained. This completes the proof of the theorem. El 

A set of points wife be called ~~~d~ta~t if they are pairwise unit distance apart. 
ber of ~idistant points in Qfl (the clique 

rk that any ~nidistant set can 
nt set contains a In this section, 

be translated so that 
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whose rows ar 

From this it follows immediately that w(n) s n + 1. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. I3 

. lfn34, then w(n)Wz if n k ewe? an 

If n is even, define a set S,, of n unidistant points as follows: 

RI = (ii St $ 4.0, . . . , 0) 

34 ” ( 4, $3 4, 40, . . . l ) 0) 

x5= ($9 ho, a39 a, 0, l l l P 0) 

J&j= (1,5,&O, 4, -a, 0, l l l 9 0) 

&_I = (4,&O, 9 ’ l 9 0, $9 4) 
= ( i,$, 0 9 9 ’ l 9 094, -4-J 

If n is odd? define a set T, of n - 1 unidistant points by adding an extra coordinate 
zero to the end of each vector in S,+. Cl 

. m(n) = n + 1 if and only if a set of n unidistant points exist in &” and 
(n -I 1)/T is a rational square. 

If o(n) = n + I, then with no loss of generality let ( tX19***9GIbeaset 

of the n + 1 unidistant points in Q”. Let A be the x n matrix having 

&X2, * l l 9 xn as its rows. It is clear that det(A) (the determinant of A) is a 
rational number. SW”; cfet(AAT) = (n -5 I)/? = sqcar~ sf set(A) thus showing 

that (n + 1)/Z!* is a rational square. 
is a ~n~~ista~t set 

e will construct a p a unidistant set 
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+ c, where 

1 =- 
n 

an 
n-l 2 

=- 
n 

n since k is a rational number. From properties (2) and (3) 

22n-2n+l n 1 
--+o+- n-l+ =y5- 2” 2?l-1 n2 ( 

(n - l)(n - 2) 

2 ) 

n+l+n-1 =- -= 
383 3.yr 

1 
_.I 

+f(l+!!$) +l=l, fori=1,2 ,..., n-l. (4) 

is completes the proof. Cl 

n is even, then co(n) = n + 1 if’ n + 1 is a perfect square and 

follows 
exercis 

Lemma 5 and The 
11 [4] shows that 

6. If n = 2, 
o-colorable 

at follows, we s 

matrix with entries 

en there exists an n X n matrix 

that b unidktant from all 
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is h bosh !!? alnd 

matrix such that 

. 
e Let tit be iian odd i %qp 25. If the diophantine equation 

nx2 - 2(n - 1)~” = t2 (5) 

has an integer soiution (x, y, 2) w:it~h x $8, thm m(a) = n + 1 or n according as 
I(n + 1) is or is not a perfect square; otherwise o(n) = n - 1. 

eorem 6, it suflkes to prove that a(n) 3 n if and only if (5) 
r solution with x + 0. y Lemma 8, m(n) an if and only i 
that is unidistant fro all the it - 1 points in the set T, of 

= (t 19 $19 $29 s29 = * * D &i%i 6;,9 r, 

be such a point, where m = $(n - 1). It follows immediately that tl = 4, 
s2=sg= l l l =s, =0, t2=t3=*=*=t,,,=&s1 and s:+(m-1)(j-s,)2=tr2=$ 
Solving for s1 in terms of r, 

plt-113+!?l-44mr2 
LQ=-- 

2m 
. (6) 

Thus there exists a point 
number r = y/x such that FZ - 4mr2 is a rational s 
only if eq. (5) has an integer solution with x f: 
‘Theorem 9. El 

if there exists a rationa 

e above theore is also true for Rt = 1 a 
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